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The Daily Maine Campus
THE iitiVIRTITY OF MA11 tkEWSPAPER SINCE 1875
at. III. as. U
TEP pays price for serving minors
br monk Oft
Sat' w,,te, 
While akohol and parties tend to go-
hand-in -hand, likewise serving alcohol
to minors it a common occurence
Tau Epsilon Phi experienced the
• heavy hand of the urusersity for this in-
forrnation.ln earls March the conduct
office placed the fraternity on social
probation.
• Nearly three months after alcoholic
beverages were consumed by two
18-year-olds during an early January
.party &PIMP, William Kennedy. assis-
t= *teeter- of Judicial Affairs,
presented TEP president Peter Morbid
with a sanction notice—ol social
probation.
" "I don't agree with the (sanction!. but
considering that we are under ,the
urns ersity blanket, we have to live with
" Merfeld said.
TEP brothers must adhere to certain
conditions conferred by the sanction.
They will not be allowed to hold a par-
ty until Dec. 24, 1988.
, Each fraternity brother must perform
eight hours of community service and
must attend a substance abuse
awareness workshop before April 29.
Furthermore, TEP must find a live-
n adviser by September 1988. The ad-
viser will serve a two-year term if there
are no violations of the sanctions set
forth by the conduct office. Kennedy
said.
If the fraternity violates the proba-
tion, it risks the chance of explu.sion
_Isom venity-tecogimion_in addition,.
the national house could withdraw sup-
port from the fraternity,
The administration is disturbed by
TEP's involvement with alcohol being
served to minors.
"We are disappointed these violations
occurred, especially in view of the past
warnings from university officials and
house corporation officers, the on-going
awareness emphasis placed on alcoholic
beserage violations at t Islaine. and the
Speak-Up program conducted by
university administrators." Kennedy
said in the March 10 sanction letter:
Kennedy says it is the responsibility
of the university to punish organizations
in violation of the school conduct code,
which states alcohol is not to be consum-
ed on campus by those under 24 years
old.
In addition, the university holds
-- responsibility if orginizationS'VioIate a
university party policy which includes
providing a location in which minors
can attend and COMUIlle alcohol without
the supervision of Residential Life, said
I 'Maine court officer and investigator
William Laughlin.
If one provides a place where minors
can go and consume alcohol it Is a class
E crime a possible six months in jail and
a $500 fine," he said.
Kennedy added that the violation in-
tensifies if money is collected prior to
the party or at the door.
Accepting money for possible alcohol
consumption wit nout a liquor license is
in violation of state of Maine liquor
laws, Kennedy said.
, According to, witnesses who attended
TEP's January party, money was col-
lected the day before the party and at
the door the night of the festivities.
The two minors who attended the par-
ty are-campUt TeSidents who-were -ap-
preticnded and questioned by police
later that evening.
The participants admitted they were
served beer at TEP. No questions regar-
ding their age were requested. Kennedy
said.
UMitine paddlers to race in Kenduskeag
Concrete canoe race is only white-water race of its kind in country
T IOW Ihellere
Len it-opt:Ks and two plaques
are displayed in the lobby of
Boardman Hall. reminders of
the victories or near-victories of
previous teams of concrete
canoe racers from the Univer-
sits of Maine
' This weekend, three more
teams from UMame will try to
bring a trophy back from the
annual race on the Kenduskeag
River
Judging of new canoes
begins at 7 cm. Am Saturday.
followed by the race at 8 a.m.
The Kenduskeag River Con-
crete Canoe Race is the only
white-water can race of its
kind in the country, said
('Maine junior Jeff
Longfellow. Caaerete an()e
chairperion of the school'.
chapter of the American Socie-
ty of Civil Engineers.
Other concrete canoe races ,
are on flat water, he said.
Concrete canoes are molded
from light-weight concrete,
Longfellow said
The canoes weigh from 200
to 250 pounds each, said senior
civil engineering student Karl
Dobay
I he canoes are 'heavy ...to
carry . but they Viola almost as
easily as a Tibet1a.4s canciC
Longfellow said. •
"They float on the same
principal that a steel ship
would," he said. "The mass
see CANOE page 21
1
This caw* team Is one of three teams from (Maine who hope to win the annual kenduskeag
River t'osserate Cinoe Race this weekend.
Kuwaiti "intransigence"
Postcard drive is today deadlocks negotiations
-StaRiatetta 
In an effort to secure a university
bond issue on the November ballot,
members of the General Student
Senate legislative liaison committee
will be holding a post card drive in
the Memorial Union today.
Any student who wishes to do so,
.an fill out a post card to the Maine
state legislature asking lawmakers to
approve the bond issue for
referendum.
The $31.8 million bond issue to
benefit the University of Maine
System, about half of which would
go to the Orono campus, must gain
approval by the legislature in order
to appear on a referendum in
liWsrember.
_ The bond issue, requested the
UMaine board of. trustees, has
already been slashed from the
original S60 million request.
Some lawmakers, angered at recent
university actions, are hesitant to pats
the bond issue request.
Post cards filled out by in-state
students will be sent to represen-
tatives of their home towns, while
those completed bs out-of-state
students will be sent to
the chair of the Appropriations
Committee and house majority and
minority leaders.
A group of students will be going
to Augusta to lobby for the
Legislature for passage of the bond
issue on Thursday, April 20. •
ALGIERS, Algeria (AP) An
Algerian official said Wednesday that
Kiivritit'S-'Intransigence" had created a
deadlock in negotiations with Shiite
Moslem hijackers for the relase of 32
hostages on a Kuwaiti jumbo jet.
Food and said were taken in The
afternoon to the blue-and-white Boeing
747, which the hijackers call the "plane
of martyrdom." It baked under the
North African sun on an isolated patch
of tarmac at Houan Boumedienne
airport.
A delegation from Kuwaiti arrived
Wednesday afternoon to help in efforts
to free the remaining hostages and the
plane, which was hijacked April 5 ono
flught from Bangkok to Kuwait with
112 people aboard.
It spent three days on the ground in
Mashhad. Iran, flew to Cyprus on Fri-
day and acrived here early Wednesday.
The six to eight gunmen, who have
killed two passengers, demand that
Kuwait free 17 pro-Iranian extremists
convicted in the 1983 bombings of the
U.S. and French embassies there. The
hostages included three members of the
Kuwaiti royal family.
Sheik Nawaf al-Ahmed al-Sabah,
Kuwait's defense Minister, affirmed
Wednesday his country's "unwavering
and principled stance of rejecting
blackmail," the Persian Gulf
sheikdom's official news agency Kuna.
reported. "We would not change our
attitude."
A ranking Algerian official told The
Associated Press privately: "If they
merely wanted to restate their known
(see HOSTAGE par 2)  
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NEASC evaluates UMaine
by boss Kassel
r Te'
- .
For the last two and a halt days the
University of Maine has been under a
microscope.
Members of a reaccreditation team
from the New England Association of
SchoolTarki C-Aleges-teryeVerdttrafter-
having sisited with students, facility,
univercits. employees and administrative
officials since 'Monday.
The reaccreditation team will be
responsible to evaluate the university
and make a recommendation as to
whether it should be reaccredited.
Universities and colleges across the
country are es aluated every 10 years by
one of six institutions with UMaine last
being evaluated in 1977.
"They're looking at us with a very
careful eye, to esalUate whether the
university can continue to grant ac-
credited degrees," Earl Beard, pro-
fessor of mathematics and chair of the
university's Reaccreduation Committee
'told a, number of students al a. foram
Tuesdity afternoon. _
William Tietz, president of Masten&
State Universits and chair of the visiting
committee said the NEASC has
established 12 areas the eight-member
team was to use to evaluate at the
university.
These areas include the faiuhy, stu-
dent services, library and learning
resoorces, the university's mission and
objective. and financial resources.
Team members were selected out of
a list .of vounteers, he said, based on the
specific areas in which. they were
involved
----Tietasai4-thc-universitv-'4--accredita----Beaut-said_the_sisn
non is not on the line •
Like other older and well established
institutions' the esaluation process for
UMiune is more for insuring the institu-
tion is maintaining its standard quality,
programs, he said, and not so much a
question of losing its accreditation.
These older institutions have
established in the past general programs
aimed at "areas of COin:eill."
"But times change and those areas
fall through the Cracks," he said
It will be then up to the team to deter-
mine where the unisersits is and what
it should be doing, he said
Tietz, and the other team members
met Wednesday with UMame President
Dale Lick and many top administrative
officials to give an orZ retkin a the. un-
'dings of the two day mission.
Tim.? said NEASC regulations pro-
hibited him from commenting on what
the findings were.
From here, he said, he exected to
draft a report within three weeks and
,send it to the NEASt... as well as to
Lick—to check for ACCIUSC).
Hew the CommissiononinstitutinsicS
of Higher Education "will review the
entire report."
A final draft would, be sent to the
NEASC- executive committer which
would t.on it -next fall, he said.
w "another st
in the process" that began two years
ago
Last spring the Reaccreditation Com-
mittee began work on a "self study" of
the universits, a document he describ-
ed at the student forum AS," a concise
descnption of the university, it pro-
'grams. gosernance and facilities."
This 2110 page report, which covers the
twelse areas specified by the NEASC
and studied by the %%siting team.
describes both the good points as well
as weaknesses of the university. he said
"Hopefully we will look at it and
hopefully the president (Lick) will do
something on it," he said.
John Koldus, vicepresident for stu-
-Uehlservices at Teitis A and M Unis es-
sity said none of the team members
received money for their research and
esaluation.work of this university
"This is one thing you do profes-
sionally (for the academic profes-
sion). he said.
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*Hostage
 
icoatiawed from pace Ii
position, there was no need for them to
send their high-level delegation to
Algiers " He said "the intransigence"
of Kuwait had stalled negotiatrons
His remarks appeared to confirm
unofficial reports that .Algeria was press-
ing Kuwait for more flexibility
Pie jet- left tarrial.3. -Cyr:tn. rwly
Wednesdas after 12 more hostages were
released Then arnsed Wednesday night
in Kuwait and were met by the interior
minister. Sheik Salem Sabah al-Sabah
• On the same Boeing '74/ to Kuwait
were the bodies of the two slain
passengers, their coffins draped in the
red, black, green and, white Kuwaiti
flag.
Fifty-seven other hostages were freed
at Mashhad. a city in northeastern Iran
Passengers released Tuesday said one
gunman boarded the plane at Massed
and the hijackers got a new supply of
weapons there
Mohammed. Saud al-Osaimi. a
Kuwaiti &puts foreign minister, led the
-nmemember *kiwi& to Alpert..
He told reporters "I hope this will be
the last stage of the sovase." but the
Kuwait daily .41 14 'wan quoted Yasser
Arafat, chairman of the Palestine
Liberation Organization. as saying "I
don't think this operation will come to
an end in Algiers "
The PLO has been insolved in
negotiations with the hijackers
In Washington, State Department
spokesman harles F Redman said
"We had repeatedls indicated that we
heliesed the plane should he kept on
Cyprus and we regret the decision to
allow it to lease "
*Canoe
-icontiaised from page I;
of the water it displaces is greater than
the mass of the canoe itself."
'Saturday's race will be the first for
Dubay, who is confident that UMaine's
teams will do well.
- "We're going to win," he said
(.'Maine has sponsored the nine-mile
race for the last 14 years, and teams
come Irons schools throughout New
England to compete. Longfellow said
Lasi year, a team from the Umsersi-
ts of Vermont *on the race for speed.
and the UrIOCKSII) of New Hampshire
took first place for design
UMaine teams placed third, fourth.
fifth, and ves. enth
"The idea is to have a good time."
Longfellow said "You do arise to win.
but you can't push it too hard because
you could damage the canoe and neN cf
finish at all."
use biggest threat to the concrete
canoes coffIt's from rocks, Longfellow
said.
canoe smashes oil Ike rocks. it
more Or teSs disintegrates," he said. ,
"Last year we had a two-thirds comole-
• lion rate—a third of the canoes entered.
didn't make it to the end "
If he hits rocks and holes are punch
ed in his canoe. Dubs) said he plans to
patch the canoe during the race, while
still on the river.
Each canoe costs about $1,54X) to
build, Longfellow said. This mones
comes from UMaine's General Student
Senate.
It takes about two and a half months
to build a concrete canoe. Duba) said.
UMaine cis il engmeenng students build
the Lances on weekends.
There are 16 confirmed entries for
Saturdays race, Longfellow said, and
he expeets I few more
•
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Misanthrope: comedy o
is Seoll disport
For- Me-Compra
When French philosophers train their
sights upon lose and find it — as
Moliere did — unconquerable and un-
fathollably.._no_mAttgAheir brilliance 
and sincerity, perhaps it is this which
makes them so pessimistic.
Moliere's The Misanthrope, a Maine
Masque productiOn in Hauck
Auditorium this Wednesday through
Saturday directed and translated by Dr.
Sandra Hardy. offers us a French ver-
sion of a Seventeenth Century comedy
of manners. The odors are resplendent
in their fruit-bowl costumes (although
one hopes that such fashioni will rca
main popular only on the stage) and th,
set is so imprestive Louts XVI himself
would feel at home. 7
French comedy of manners has fev
likenesses in our contemporaryworld
Only Woody Allen, in films like
Manhattan...Starthat-Memories-and-An--
nu. Ilan comes to mind as one who ap-
proaches issues like — "why am I not
enough to satisfy positively all your
needs?" and "why as it that I love you.
but I am also kind of excited about that
boy -girl who Just walked in the room?"
Allen, like Moliere. gives us a view 01
the educted class of his society suffer-
ing the little romantic inconveniences.
and Allen is among the few in our tims
erbo tome close to having characters ex
press their frustrations about bad lovin'
in the long-winded Augustan manner so
peculiar to Moliere's crowd.
The way that "courting among IN
well-bred in the 1980s" is best typified
is through representatives at two op-
posite poles: on the one end we have
Courting in the recent movie Wall Street
— strictly a biz-ness deal, sweetheart;
the other end of the pole finds courting
in the television show Thirtysomething
— let's whine, kiss, make up, and then
hit a nice restaurant.
When COnsreve does comedy of man-
ners, such as in The Way of the
World, he's interested in the fun
lovers have — and the deals they square
— before settling down together
Moliere. who, in his own life, never go.
the one woman he wanted, presents it
picture less optimistic, but perhaps —
just perhaps — more realistic. Celimene
the heroine (played, with subtlety b!
Grace Bauer1, could be the Woman o
the post-feminist generation. What she
wants she may or not articulate upon de-
mand. Love, life, fulfillment — it is not
so clear as a business deal or a Hallmark
card.
Alceste (powerfully played by Matt
Ames) is the traditional aesthetic hero,
.-frons- -the-finc-- which-includes- -Cliticie-
Harold. Young Werther, Stephen
Dedalus and of course, Woody Allen.
As the aesthetic hero is supposed to have
the best brains and the finest taste. but
— 
ultimately — be hopelessly, irritating-
ly vain. What Woody has and Alceste
lacks is the ability to recognize his own
pomposity.
Celimene 'doesn't have to outsmart
her intense lover. Nor does she try —
very convincingly. The most striking
item in the whole play, on the whole fan-
cy stage. is her inner resolve -
something we can't see with our eyes.
something that is not weighed down
with speeches about justice and hones-
ty, but a kind of energy.
manners
The Muse Masque Theater's production of Moliere's The Misanthrope will
be at Haack Auditorium Wednesday through Saturdas.
WHAT IS MAINE DAY?
6:30 - 8:30 WAKE UP PARADE
oast as you are P.J.parade.
SERVICE PROJECTS 8:00 - 12:00
Join the hundreds of students beautifying the campus! Projects range from
clamming the tennis courts to painting dormitory wings. If you work in the
morning, you will receive a button which entitles you to free admission
to the barbeque and beach parts.
BARBEQUE 11:00 - 2:00
Fat at the barbeque sponsored by Gamminii SIKIThi
It is being held in frost of the Steam Plant 1 of NlutiPols with a button free._
Get psyched for some great food!!
00ZEBALL 2:00 - 5:00
01141 ball in the mad!! 11" of and!! Oozeball is, a fundraiser for Operatiow
liftoff, a wish fulfilment foiendatioe for Maioe's terminally Ill children.
Help sponsor Spencer, a child with cystic fibroses.
Help his dream come true, Next to the steam plant lot but...watch out for the mud!!!
OAT BOSTON 9:00 - 1:00
WWI a puny!! Sand, sue, and serf at Ray Bostoe's Summertime Anytime
kerb party in the Reidhouse. Ffflifi031 if you work in the morning...
all others pay four dollars.
Mom will set he la swedes se every's" ca• participate ea
ME BAY, Illsikeesday. April N.
RAY BOSTO
PRODUCTION
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• Astro Turf Dance too.
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• Hateden-Dira Ice Crown Vendor s Cart
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• And much muds mOte'
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4New bookstore to open in December
by Tin lazier
If all goes as planned, students at the
University of Maine will be purchasing
their, textbooks and other miscellaneous
NuPplics from the new -boa-Imo-re- in
December of 1988.
According to Alden Stuart, a.s_sistant
vice president for Administratise Set-
vices, cold weather has pushed the corn
pletion date back about a month., But,
with the warm weather here now .
Downcast AsSociates, the general con
tractor for.Moore/Weinrich and Wascl-
ward Architects, has added additional
crews. The expected completion date is
set for October. An additional. month is
needed to install the fixtures and sup-
plies before the bookstore will be open'
to the public.
"For the first time in 15 years. tes
tbooks and supplies will be under one
.roo_f_7_Sitian said. 
-
The price for the new. bookstore,
which will encompass more space than
the old textbook annex and bookstore
combined, has, been set at $2 Million.
"Since the bookstore is an auxiliary
enterprise, it has accumulated SI million
Over the past 20 years for the project
The other $I million is being borrowed
internally from the university," Stuart
said.
Due to lack of space this year. the
bookstore has temporarily eliminated
several items that were available in the
Past.
"Records, compact discs, greeting
cards and non-prescnption medication
will be available in abundance next year
with the added space," Stuart said.
Cesairsedea as lbe beskebere bee been delayed oboes • uses& bse Midi eased as spas** Ems Is Daceiwber
"In addition. there will be an increase
in the amount of clothing and trade-in
books as &liable for students."
Students can also look 'forward to a
new section in the bookstore called the
Convenience Store. Thii will be very
similar to a mini 7-Eleven without the
take-out food section.
Women's Issues For The Nineties:
An International Perspective
A Symposium
Jointly Organized by the University of New
Brunswick and the University of Maine
Features
Keynote Speaker
"Developing Women & Women's Studies: Keeping
The Flame Alive Without Burning Out" By
Dr. Margaret McIntosh
Associate Director, Wellesley College Center for Research on
Women; Director of various nationally funded projects such
as the National Project for Women's Studies in High Schools
and Co-director of a Ford Foundation Project: Implications
of women's Studies for the Humanities.
Thursday, April 14
8 p.m., Hilltop Conference Room
for further information contact the IC Office,. 581-1228.
In order to cut down on the problem
of lines in the bookstore for check
cashing and use of the post office, the
lobby of the new bookstore will have.
new post office and check cashing
facilities. There will also be an area
designated for book buy-backs and
space has been allotted for a new
automatic teller machine.
Until this year, the bookstore has
gib en student discounts on textbooks
and possibly Ips next year's spring
semester, they will be abk to institute
the discount again.
"Oser the past 20 years, the
bookstore INS Ilftovided students Iligk$1.25 million in textbook discounts,"
Stuart said "Due to construction costs.
discounts war eliminated this y-car. but
plans for the discount were proposed to
President I 'AA by the Bookstore orn-
mince earlier this week " -
The south end of the new bookstore
will be underground with slo lights let •
tint in sunlight There are also plans for
a deck to be constructed outside the en-
trance to the Hauck Auditorium *herr
students can congregate on outdoor
Furniture
April 13-16, 198d 8:00 PM
April 14, 1988 2:00 PM
Hauck Auditorium
University of Maine, Orono
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sedi-11.-fterskal-
-r-aitilesgiat
Possessing a rich tan has gone in
and out of fashion over the centuries.
In time past, pale skin was prized by
members of the upper class as a sym-
bol of their station in life since only
peasants and laborers who toiled out-
doors became deeply tanned. Today
a deep tan is valued as a symbol of
youth, health and glamour.
But the new badge of a lifetime in
the sun is skin cancer. Sun exposure
prematurely ages the skin and pro
motes skin cancer as Surely as
cigarette smoking is aasoCiated with
lung cancer ---
A tan is actually the body's reac-
tion to-damage by the sun. The skin
darkens by producing more pigment
called melanin as a way of protecting
,.the body from.) the sun's ultraviolet
.
rays.
The sun produces two kinds
ultraviolet light that affect the skin.
nDEEp
UVB is mainly responsible for sun-
burn redness and causes a more
delayed increase in darkening.
A reaction caused by the sun's light
_can cause changes inside skin cells.
-The changes produce wrinkles, loss
of skin elasticity, mottling of color,
growth and enlargement of small
blood vessels and development of
precancerous and cancerous skin
growths.
, Skin damage is time related. A
dose of sunlight is more damaging to -
.. young skin because because skin cells
multiply more rapidly and over a
__longer life span, mea-•^; that
• sunlight indusxd MOM We amplified.
The long term effects of sunlight-may
take up to 25 years to appear.
Dermatologists have divided
humans into six skin types according
to then reactions to sun light. Type
I always burns and never tans, Type
2 always burns and tans minimally.
Type 3 burns moderately and tans
gradually and uniformly, Type 4
burns minimally and always tans
well, Type 5 rarely burns and Type
6 never burns.
To protect against the burning rays
of the sun„ you should always apply
a sunscreen with the approopriate
SPF or sun protection factor. The
higher the SPF number, the greater
the protection.
For example, an application of the
sunscreen with SPF 3 allows you stay
in the sun three times longer than you
normally could without burning.
Sunscreens should be applied 30
minutes before going outdoors and
reapplied after sweating, exercise,
swimming or drying off with a towel.
Conditions such as high altitudes,
low latitudes, snow, sand or water
and high winds require sunscreens
with higher SPF numbers.
If you do get a sunburn, saturating
the skin with moisturizers will help
with surface dryness, but does not
reverse cellular damage. Applying a
moisturizer before sunbathing actual-
ly increases the effect of ultraviolet
light. You should only moisturize
your skin with a sunscreen before go-
ing outdoors.
Avoid tanning parlors. Although
these parlors use mainly UVA, it may
burn people with sensitive skin and.
adds to UVB light damage and to
-premature aging of the skin.
By taking these simple precautions,
-you can keep your skin healthy and
_Youthful appearing from rnanys
to come.
For more information send's self-
• addressed, stamped envelope to the
American Academy of Dermatology,
P.O. Box 3116, Evanston, It.
60204-3116.
See Monica
at Suite 7A
Lord Hall
The 13;;;s Den
Presents
Cereal Killers
Friday, April 15
9:00 -:1:00 am
_ND
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RES1111 OFFICERS TIMMS CORPS
TONIGHT'S
HOMEWORK IS TAKING
THAT ELL.
If you're looking for excitement and ady6r
lute you'll find a when you enroll in Arm:
ROTC l's rot youz ordinary college electwi,
ARMY ROTC
Call Major Porter
at 581.1126
for Information
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN MU.
Or er of Omega
is now accepting n^rrtations for
the academic year 1988-1989
Order of Omega is the national Greek Honor
Organization. his based on recognizing the
fraternity men and women who have made the
effort to improve life at UMaine through cam-
pus and community service.
Nomination forms can be picked up in the
Student Activities Office, located on the
second floor of the Memorial Union:
Deadline for nominations
is April 14th.
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_ Special thanks for donating
so many hours thrpughput
the year to .help
S campus as well as' • the
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ACCOUNTING CLUB
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
ALPHA GAMMA RHO & THEIR LITTLE SISTERS
ALPHA OMICRON PI .
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
ALPHA PHI
ARNOLD AIR SOCIETY
BETA THETA PI
CHI OMEGA
COMMUTER STUDENT SERVICES
CORBETT HALL D.G.B.
DELTA DELTA DELTA
DELTA TAU DELTA
DELTA UPSILON
DELTA ZETA
ETA KAPPA NU
GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
HANCOCK HALL D.G.B.
INTERDORMITORY BOARD
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CLUB
KAPPA SIGMA
KNOX HALL D.G.B.
PANHELLENIC COUNCIL
NAVIGATORS
OFF CAMPUS BOARD 
Campus. Thursday. April 14. 1988
'1111111111C172111/C.M11111111C
P'NUTS COOP
PENOBSCOT HALL D.G.B. 1
PI BETA PHI
PHI ETA KAPPA IR4
PHI GAMMA DELTA I -
PHI MU 1
PREVENTIVE MEDICINE-1
MICHELLE PRIDE
SENIOR SKULL SOCIETY
SIGMA CHI
SIGMA NU
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
STUDENT GOVERNMENT I
STUDENT ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
TAU BETA SIGMAJKAPPA KAPPA PSI
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
THETA CHI
U.M.F.B.
U.V.A.C.
WILDE STEIN CLUB
YORK VILLAGE D.G.B.
SILVER WINGS 1-1
ALSO...
ASSOCIATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS
DELTA NU
You are all invited to...
Appreciation Night
April 21st, 7-9 p.m., Damn Yankee
-MINIONC MIMIC 7•MIIIINIM ' MIMIC MIMIC "MINIM • MIMIC -AMC 
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Coin minted to benefit Samantha smith foundationAUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — A.Soviet
coin depicting a handshake beneath por-
tions of the U S and Russian flags is be-ing sold in the United States to help sup-
port the Samantha Smith fornititttoir—
The coin, which retails for 5I95,
represents the first time that the twoflags Noe appeared together on an "of-
ficially" produced item. said Dennis
Gillio, whose Santa Barbara, Calif.,
company is marketing the coin
__It_also.ALthe largest 4JorrimemoratUe
coin — at 5 ounces and 2 inches in
diameter — es er produced in the Soviet
Union, according to Gillio, who said
10,000 of them Were made and all but
300 are to be sold in the United States
But Jane Smith, Samantha's mother.
said the foundation presently is not
benefiting and will not rece____Li nyjamx'
ceeds until Gilliori company has earn-
ed it profits.
The Samantha Smith Foundation was
established to foster 
_international
understanding in the spirit of Samantha.
the Manchester girl who died in a plane.
crash in 1941.5 at age 13. •
She caught world attention when she
wrote then-Soviet leader Yun Anciropos
in 1982 asking why the two superpowers
could not get along; and Andropos
wrote back inviting her to Russia to see
the countrs and meet its people.
Classifieds
Larn Shundreds weeklyS in sour
spare time., United Sers ices of
America is looking for
homeworkers to perform mail set-
s ices. Inc.entive . programs
available, For information send
Urge self-addressed stamped
enselope to U.S.A. 24307 Magic.
Mtn KAN ,Suite 306. Valencia,
( 913”
EDUCATION JOBS I A-1 1
l98$--Local & .National, Place
Teas Ns" s7Adinin
all subject areas CONTACT: J.E.
Mack, F.ducation Job Search, Box
223. Georgetown. MA 01833(617)
352-8473.
Oronb apartments showing and
, leasing arts for next fall for ap-
pointment call 127-2402 or
82- 7231
FOR SALE-IBM PC comer! dile
computer. It's and more.
Use it in your home with its
monochrome display, or fold it in-
to your backpack or briefcase and
take it into the field with its LCD
display Automatically adapts to
s ()liege in any country and has•'a
built-in batters which lasts for 10
hours and recharges when you
plug the computer in. Comes with
• 640K bytes of memory. two 3 vi
inch disk &rises, LCD and
Monochrome displays, DQS 3.0,
Lotus. and Professional Write.
Asking 51,200-call 581-1267 days
and 866-3134 evenings, ask for
Michael.
•
Warm,-caring, ads enturous, pro-
fessional couple would like to
adopt a newborn child., If you, ot
someone you know, is looking for
a losing home for a baby, call
Gregg & ludy (603) 463-5575 or
our lawyer David Bamford (603)
868-2414 if you prefer. Adoption
will be in compliance with Maine
state law
Swan's Island. Me. • 3bdr .. deck,
view: 
 
swimMing. June-
- Sept. 8350/wt.:No smokers (609)
466-1102.
Maintenance person needed at
•Chewonki Campgrounds in..
Wiscasset Must be reliable and
ha.e some knowledge of carpen-
try, small engine repair and plum-
bing Fkioble hours. Call 548-6291
or 465-'78'9.
Need help cleaning up from this
winter. Weekend help available in
Orono area. Call 866-2053 even-
ings. Schedule your spring clean-
ing, today.
1,2.4 bedroom apartments heated.
unheated partially furnished walk
nig distance to uroscrsits
866-2816
Orono apt 2 bedroom, quiet,
asailable now. $335 plus Utilities
866-7849.
Summer roommates wanted kg
bp use.---pitvhse -bedroom ;fetft
wachndry/dish washer/11/2
bathicall Joann 827-.8604 or
Tamara 4774 campus. Great deal.
FOR SALE 1981 DATSUN 310
HATCHBACK good cond. new -
• - tires & brakes S600. Call Eric
581-4148 or 866-4903.
Job opening: Part-time secretary
in' student legal services, 15
_ hrs. /wk. S4.15/ hr. Must have
summer. svork/study funds. To-f-1--
. apply some to SLS, 2nd floor,
Memorial Union, 581-1789.
. Summer rental House near cam-
pus. Partly furnished, garage,
yard. Pets ok. Avail.--May 2 to
Sept. I. S450 mo. plus util.
827-5800 or 3822.
SUMMER JOBS AT CAMP
NATARSWI Waterfront Direc-
tor /Assistants, Canoeing/Sailing
Instructor, Unit/Assistant
Counselors, Trip Leader,
Naturalist, Crafts, Maintenance,
Kitchen help. For application/ job
description Abnaki G.S. Council,
141 N. Main Brewer, ME 04412,
989-'4/4.
Summer help on Martha's
Vineyard. Sales clerks and assis-
tant candy makers. Please write:
Murdick's Fudge, 5377 Lon-
donderry SE, Grand Rapids, MI
49508.
Typing service available. Will do
term papers, dissertationCihtiei.
letters, resumes, etc. Quality, pro-
ofed work. Pick up/delivery
co. ailable Call 943-2163.
Levissky's is Wring- for simmer.
Cashiers, sales; and stockpeople
needed for Portland and our new
Windham and Freeport stores.
For fast-paced, exciting work;
good hours; and a well-used dis-
count, get an application prom
Career Planning and Placement,
Wingate Halt.-
Wanted
A canoeist to canoe kenduskeag.
this Sat, April 16th. Prefer person
who has taken outdoor
preparedness or Maine Bound
Course. Split $IO entry fee. Call
942-6976 ask for Ann. S a.m.-5
p.m. or 827-7144 after 6 p.m.
School bills to be paid!!! Must sell
2 week old 1988 Escort wagon ask-
ing $5000.00 or best offer Need
cash quickly! Call Bob Di..nicri it at
866-5618. Lease a message on
machine if not there!
P'Nuts Food Coop is open eseis
Monday and Thursday, 4-7 p.m.
Good food at good prices. After
the fall Juices, $1.48, Ben and
Jerry's Ice Cream, $1.51. Grains,
beans, tofu, cheese, nuts and dried
fruit. Basement of Chadbourne
. Hall.
aemifiede are 50' per Mee. Mei
ime poillibed on Tees. 'Mem
leelreriedeeThlee. &Wed. Meese
sees.
American Heart Association
mik FIGHTING FOP 'CUP LIFE
C
AMP
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FOR BOYS,Il 
COUNSELOR POSTITIONS AVAILABLE
Staff needed to teach
-TENNIS
•SAILING•
•SWIMMING"
'!LAND SPORTS*
Call or write for brochure
29 Somerset Ave
Bernardsville. N J 07924
r 201) 221 4558
ON LAKE
 
WINNIPESAUKEE
k
*******.******************
*'FREE BEER • FREE PIZZA • FREE SODA • FREE PRIZES e*
* lfyou haven't taken the challenge,its not *
• too late!! You can sign up at the door and
be eligible for all of the prizes and food!
************************
* Correction • Correction • Correction
SENIORS
Did you take the Senior Challenge?*
WELL...THERE'S A PARTY
PLANNED FOR YOU!
Friday April 29th
4 - 6 p.m.
Wells Lounge
8
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vibrant, committed
eclectic, limitless.
moody, young, impulsive
vermillion, unsettling
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Professor solves 240-year-old problem
rot The COIN:US
Imagine a group of people have been
trying to cross a certain rivet for over
a century by attempting to swim across
it in suits of armor. After hundreds of
drownings, one suggests the radical idea
of building a bridge. •
The group will not have it.. It must be
done in the traditional way, by swimm-
ing riser it in bigger and better suits of
armor, and people continue to drown
Professor Henry Pogorzelski is that
one person. For the last 25 years, he has
been working on a 240.year-old math
problem called the Goldbach
COnject ure.
While on sabi•atical last semester.he
developed .one statement that he believes
solves this amient problem: The
Cooldbach Conjecture is a theorem of
Conceptual Transtheory of Sets.
• The problem,  he said., is finally solv-
ed. and' it will takarvolunies toexPlitin
it "so that at cast one guy in the worki
will say yes, he has it," he said.
Three volumes have been completed.
and since the problem was Just solved,
he said, The Daily Maine Campus is the
first newspaper to discover it -and
publish the final result.
Professor Pogorzeiskt came to Marne
20 years ago from The Institute For Ad-
vanced Studies in Princeton. New
Jersey'. where he was an assistant to the
famous Andre' Weil. While he was in
Princeton, he said he found that "there
were always parties and people... it was
very distracting. I came to Maine think-
ing it would be really quiet, a place
where I wouldn't be distracted."
-Now that he has finished, he said he
feels like he is being punished by the
mathematical community for the radical
methods he used in arnving at the solu-
tion. He is the man who wanted to build
the bridge, and for hundreds of years,
mat hemeticians have been using bigger
and better suits of armor to "swim
across" this problem.
'•They've been doing things a certain
was and they just don't want to change.
:and I can't be critical of it.
The). continue doing it, and keep
drowning, but they keep doing it," tie
-said. "It's toointsy-w -build a hridge:--
_ They have to keep swimming os CT in
-suits of armor, but it doesn't solve the
prriblem.' •
Pogorzelski said although some peo-
ple don't consider the result of his life's
work "scholarly." he said it's not the
solution to the problem thars.impor-
tant. but rather the methods that were
used that could be applied to other
disciplines, such as computer science.
Although hoping that his work will be
useful, he sai0 he feels that he is doing
it for nothing.. "Someone else will pro-
bably reap all the benefits.", he said,
-but that's the price you pay when
you're a scientific researcher. You do all
this for nothing and then someone else
will make millions at ii."
The professor has been taken off the
graduate program, and he said he
fielieves it is due to - his outspoken
/criticism of the university and the math
depart ment
"-They *ant to teach mc a lesson not
'to be. devisive, not to criticize. If you see
some-hit-1g, wreing, 1 thirikilii a mor
and professional .obligation to say so,
not to join them, and not to leave them
to continue," he said.
He has suffered, he said, because of
his lack of contact w*h graduate
students. "If I went to a big center. I
would have half-a-dozen Ph.D. can-
didates who would,he able to help me.
The important thing is to get somebody
to understand what you're doing.
"And when you're in Maine and you
have no graduate students, no disciples
to go out in the world and preach what
Pogorzelski brought from the moun-
tain, it's really hard, disappointing real-
ly."
Since .he, doesn't have a car,
Pogorzeiski rides his bicycle everywhere.
He said, "cyclists are just ahead of time.
I envision in the next half century peo-
ple bicycling down (Interstate) 95, no
cars allowed, no trucks allowed. "
Pogorzelski said he views life as a
• 'just a gamble. "
"Do sou want to live in security and
.afety-and be bored to death, or do you
*ant to go out there and take risks and
die early, but have a lot of fun doing
it," he said. "Students always want to
play it safe, but the only way you can
make it, is by taking a chance."
We PROFILE-page 121
SPRING FEVER?
How About An
Island Party?
This Thursday, Friday & Saturday
All Reggea LP's, Cassettes & CD's
\I $1 OFF Regular Price
Dr. Records
20 Main St.,Orono, Me.
en Thursday 81 Friday eves 'til 8pm
8884874
Maine professor Henry Pogorzekki at work at the blackboard.
Thursday's Special
Lasagna
Fandango
Only $4.95
A generous plateful of pasta,
cheese and fresh lean meat
'smothered in David's own sauce.
Plus- oven wormed garlic bread
and cold, crisp salad for
_
a budget pleasing price
jasmine's
restaurant
28 Mill St. Orono, ME 04473-207/866-4200
The DWI% Maine ampus. Thursda). April 14, 19hs,
Editorial
Raise communication fee
..___
T_here it lifted for an incriase in the communica-tion fee at the University of Matte. -A lack of working computer terninah, which are
old and obsolete, and increased production costs have
forced The Daily Maine Campus to search for more
money in order to keep producing a quality publication
that keeps the student body up to date on what's occur-
ring on campus. Depending on the length of the paper.
costs for printing the 4,500, issues each day are as low
as $200 or as high as $500.
- The increase in .the fee, from $3 to $6. would provide
The Campus with an additional $40,000 to its existing
budget and would make all kinds of improvements a
reality.
Many students on this campus are fed Up with fees
added on to the tuitiOnIsill, but most psiblic universities.
in New England charge thier students with $34 to SAS
activity fees to aid in the funding of their papers. and
most a these aren't dailies It's crucial to understand
that the increase in the communication fee would act in
the same way that a subscription" would. Each copy'
would be costing a mere 7 cents.
Since the Campus is freely distributed, it relies on
advertising for the majority of its total budget While
most papers receive a circulation income, the Campus
receives none.
The student-run paper, produced in the basement of
Lord Hall, is the product of many hours of hard work
Such improvements include: new terminals, other that by students for the students. The dedication of ses:eral
the four provided by the Student Activity fee, subscrip- people make this paper a vital part of the Uruverai of
tions to several syndicated columnists, such as Erma Maine every weekday .and with the help of students it
Hornbeck and Murray Kempton. more color, more cOuld be better. What better place is there to ask for -
photas from staff and AP photographers, and possibly -help than from the people who benefit from
weather repoffl-Wi4l graphics.  the - When the -re-Te-renduT is brought before t.he *-
budget would also allow increased coverage of UMainc -students in the next two weeks: please remember, that,
sporting events that occur outside the Bangor area and we at the Campus are in need of your support and
that's not all. everyone will benefit from it.
With more money in the budget. the Campus can af-
ford to start putting money aside for new photo type-
setting equipment. The current system is very com-
plicated and could be out of date within the next 10
years.
63,02,./t
Me Daily Mem
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Dietrich 's
final adieu
R. Kevin Dietrich
Well, this is it. My final bit of pro-
se for the Dogs Maine Campoon.
Now some of you out there might
expect me to take a few -final shots
at my enemies, real or imagined But
rio. no. I'm much too big an in-
dividual to do that and he-sides. I'd
like to leave you on a cheerful note.
So I've composed a "thank you
column- of sortsith which to show
my appreciation for all the good
times and good things which have
come my way during my three-year
mt" at U df M.
First of all, rd like to extend a
special thanks to all-the coaches,
assistant coaches, players and sports
information people who went out of
their way to as.sist me in my duties as
a sports wnter. If the rest of the
sports world is as helpful as the above
were. l'sc got it-made
Thanks to Joyce Hedlund and the
National Student Exchange program
who gave me the opportunity to at-
tend UM
A special, heartfelt thanks to all
the individuals l'se shared a beer or
two with, whether it was at Sig Ep.
TKE, Beta, SAE. Sigma Chi,
Delta Tau. FIJI, Phi Eta, Kappa
Sig Lambda Chi. ATO, DU. Alpha
Grabba Hoe, Sigma Nu, El Cheepos,
Margarita's, the Den. the Oronoka.
the Stillwater Apartments, the Damiy
Yankee. on top of Alfond or at ar(y
number of off-campus sites. I'm
there must be 10 or 12 of y out
there.
On that note, thanks to
at Beta Theta Pi for al
me feel welcome It'
wanted And
Thanks to the se staff at the
Daly Maine Ca pus for making an
otherwise unbçrabk job bearable.
Alt hough rtnr.sin. thanks to
my former Oak Hall compadres.
Once the *MUM of limitations runs
OUT. we) +e going to have some tales
to tel
fl(ough they will probably never
g a CNIfiCe to read this, thanks to
parettli. who really did a much
better job of raising mc then one
might think.
Of course I would be remiss in my
duties if I failed to extend a hearty
  thanks-to my fraternity brothers at
Sigma Nu who made my sojourn at
U Maine ohm memorable-end yes. at
_times, oh so frightening. (Especially
Dodger, Bitter Beanie, Krary Karl.
Mardy, Niuy. Halp- Dog and Duke
Lina
Thanks to the sarious area buf-
foons such as Bananas the Boob, the
Band Geeks. George Hale, Etc., Etc..
for making my job as a humorist so
easy by being so ridiculous.
Thanks to Vito, for whom words
alone cannot express my feelings.
And final's, thanks to all the
UMaine denizens who took the time
and effort to peruse my journalistic
works'.
amigos
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Fiat unum • 'tartarurri“ bout tern-
ports. (It's been one hell of a toed
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UMaine confu es
foreign stud
To the editor: of late ration is ping to
Ithink Late Registration for
transfer or new students Is pret-
ty much scary and inconvenient
for students. Students, as in my
case. I transferred and I came
here for orientation. Then, I
found out I can't register, or
else. I'm going to lose my first
das of class and I need to walk
all over campus to each dept
mcnt building.
Please imagine, you a in
another country. . • # are
speaking different fri your
natise tongue. and y u decide
to transfer ._
-You attend t orientation,
and you find t you need to
walk all oser unknown huge
(that time en this U.Maine
campus si can be huge for
some sir am) campus to each
depart t building and you
are g ng to miss definitely the
wh c first day of class.
sn't it pressure? I was so
orned about my language
ability, too. 1 hope this system
Let's , you can register on,
orient ion day, at the
regist ar's office, can be
anot et Willy, WO.
anted to discuss this issue
d I tried the Admissions Of-
cc, Registrar's Office...
They say they don't deal with
this problem, could be orienta-
tions office.. Lprobably am go!'
mg to try.
But I think this changing is a
very good idea for the univer-
sity and students.
And I feel like nobody is go-
ing to care about this since  they
Response
Input needed on bond issue
-To the editor: but they will not happen unless
the students of this campus get
.- Currently he  State. actively involved in the support
Legislature is debating-wheiher of the bond issue.
or not to place a S31 million
bond issue for referendum next
November.
This bond issue can have an im-
mense impact on the university
with the money, being spent on
a new business school, science
laboratories, communication
systems - and building
renovations.
These investments can be the
start of a very substantial im-
provement to our university —
At present, the bond issue
has a,50-50 chance of getting
put on the ballot, but we
students can makes its chances
a lot better if we pressure our
legislators. The student govern-
ment legislative liaison commit-
tee has scheduled for Thursday,
April 14, a a postcard drive in
the union.
The postcards will be sent to
the state legislature with your
suppOrt. And on Thursday.
April 21, the legislative liaison
committtee will be traveling to
Augusta to mat personally
with our representatives to
voice our support.
We would like to encourage
everyone to write a postcard.
and accompany us down to
Augusta to support a bond
issue that will benefit students
and our university.
If you have any questions or
would like to know mote about
how you can help out, just call
the student government office
at 581-1776.
Gary- Bresnehan
Student Senator
suffered already. so it's no /
longer their problem or
whateser. Parking problem addressed
But I think if there's something
inconvenient I want to Orange
it for my fellows, because
want to say this universits is
great and.I'm proud of going to
'Maine, instead of saying this
place stinks
Yukiko Nakayama
Salentine Hall
Student Aid Office
has scholarships
To the editor
The Office of Student Aid has
informatics* on several scholar -
ships which have deadhnes bet -
wan April 15, and 29. The
Maine Veteran's Scholarship is
available to Vietnam Veterans
and their descendants. The
American Business Women's
Association pros ides a scholar-
ship for students academically
above average. and the Altrusa
Club offers a scholarship to
women who have completed at
least 15 credits.
If you are interested in any of
the above scholarships. lontact
the student aid office for fur-
ther information
Student Aid
More scholarships
revealed by SAO
To the editor:
Applications for the Paul _-
Douglas Teacher Scholarship
are available at the Student Aid
Of fice,Eligrbthts requirements
include having graduated from
a Maine high school in the top
10 percent and being enrolled
full time in study learning to a
teaching certificate with a
minimum (,PA of 3.0.
The deadline for this scholar-
ship is Mas
Student Aid Office
UVAC member sets
,
the record straight
To the editor:
I would like to inforrn the
Campus and its readers of
several errors made in yester-
day's story concerning the am-
bulance crash. I am a member
of UVAC and I was in the am-
bulance at the time of the
collision.
My two partners. Tim Grace
and Karen Wagner. WERE
hurt, contrary to the,. artidc
Tim suffered a Concussion and
Karen had tendon damage to
her left ankle. Despite her in-
jury, Karen performed ad-
mirably on the scene.
The driver of the other car,
Darrell Scott, broke one leg,
not two, and sufffered massive
internal bleeding. His wife,
Marie damaged her spleen
which was later removed.
6
To the editor
As a secretary of the only
representative traffic committee
on campus, I have been follow-
ing recent articles concerning
alleged plans for implementing
the addition of more paid park-
ins at the north end of campus.
Whereas The Daily Maine
Campus has done an excellent
job of digging up information
on the subject. I would like the
readers to know that the Traf-
fic :Committee members' mere-
ly proposed that, should there
ever be senous planning for
creating more paid parking in
the so-called gym lot area, those
'w*ho could be affected by such
a scheme should be involved at
the outset. The Traffic Com-
mittee DID NOT advocate ad-
ditional paid parking, but plac-
ed itself on record for the in-
volvement of its constituency.
I believe that student commit-
tee member John O'Dea has
Orono Democratic
Committee to meet
To the editor.
The Orono Democratic
Town Committee (includes
campus) will meet Thursday,
April 14 at the Keith Anderson
Community Center at 7 p.m.
All interested persons are in-
sited to attend.
For further information con-
tact Robert J. Perkins, Acting
Chair. 866-2852.
Robert J. Perkins
WHEN WRITING...
The !Jolly Maine Campus welcomes let-
ters to the editor and ctsrnmentiries from
members of the university community. let-
ters should he 300 words or less, and com-
mentaries about 450 words. In order to
verify the validity of letters, we must base
aflame, address, and telt-phone--number.  
- Wm-ugh the newspaper iielcotnes
anonymous letters, it will not print them
unless ir slvecial arrangement for withholding
tht.n.lin, /1.1% been. made with The editor.
The ,Vlaine Campus seserves the right to
edit letters and commentaries for length,
taste. and libel.
tried to convey this message.
As to why there appears to be
a parking problem on campus,
two words might suffice--
convenience and money. And
by the way, one may almost
always find legal parking within
a five minute walk of the
library without hunting for a
parking space (snow storms
create an exception).
Harry Bradbury
Orono
S.O.B.
"thanked"
To the editor:
I would like to thank the
SOB for raking my lug cap off
my new truck. I only had to
work six long and hard years as
a janitor to buy the truck:
The person(s) who did this
should by expelled from this
place
Again Thank you
Bubba Martin
Alumni Hall
Cooperation
appreciated
Although it does sound
dramatic, we did not collide
head on. The front left fender,
not the grille, of the other cat
was hit.
If the reporter had taken the
time. to double-check with other
sources, such as hospital or
UVAC personnel, these
mistakes would not have been
made.
It is too bad that Karen and
Tim were hurt while helping a
fellow student. Not recognizing
their sacrifices only adds insult
to injury.
Jeff Erlich
UVAC
 TO the editor:
Gee. I know a lot of people
who have parents with a lot of
money, Do you think that they
can be featured in the Campus
next. week? Maybe if I come
'down a‘rid tell you all about my
stocks and. needs for my.
lawyers and accountants you
can write about me too. Your
cooperation would be greatly
appreciated..
Walter McKee
105 Knox
P.S. Could I have tmy picture
taken in front of my father's
Mercedes?
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Muse debates about tougher OUI bill
So
AUGUSTA, Maine (API — Debate
on Gos. John R. McKernan Jr.'s bill to
give Maine's drunken-driving laws more
muscle was cut off before a vote
Wednesday, but House Speaker John L.
Martin ordered representatives to be
ready to air the bill first thing the next
morning_
Martin. D-Eagle Lake, told
lawmakers to have any amendments
prepared by the end of Wednesday. "It
is our desire to move with the Mil bill"
on Thursday, he said.
The bill, which has .the unanimous
support of the Legal Affairs Committe.
would lower the blood-alcohol threshold
for arrest and authorize the state to seize
vehicles of those who drive drunk in&
suspension foi the same offense.
Rep. Charles Priest. co-chairman of
the committee, said some lawmakers
were expected to try to change a clause
applying to provisional licenses that
would be issued to those 4.7onsicted of
operating under the influence.
The provisional license l would be
issued after an initial 90-day license
suspension
Drivers with six-year provisional
licenses who are caught driving while
their blood alcohol contrai is above 0.02
percent could hist their licenses lifted
for a year by the secretary of state.
Priest, D-Brunswick, said the 0.02
wswisuloosswcictocsrsgasuwascasmosswwissoossicsiossoeuxississwwt.
•
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CCITIS" of some lawmakers with Mcker-
nan's bill. He said there may be a move
tO raise that !eye'. to 0.05 percent
The.bill as endorsed by thf-Legal Af-
fairs Committee would also reduce to
0.08 percent the -current 0.10-percent
blood-alcohol content threshold for a
drunken -drising conviction. Priest said
that the cutoff would be among the
lowest in the country.
A third niator provision, which Priest
acknowledged is "a Yery delicate
area." would give the state power to
confiscate Yehicles of motonsts who are
caught driYing drunk whik their licenses
are suspended for drunken dribing.
An of fender would also have options
to store the vehicle or sell it. Exceptions
could be made in certain "hardship'.
cases.-said Public Safety Commissioner
John AtwOod.
'percent trat6Fr"irtii'Wor-tite-dnet-ctm.-- ilia-boef _floor debate Wsdnes-
-day. Rep Gerard P. Conley Jr., I).
Portland. charged that the bill "is not
going to take the problem drinker off
the road."
"This bill is geared toward the social
drinker. •• said Conley.
Atwood said Mainers' wbo have
responded to legislators' questionniures
have expressed considerable support for
tougher ()CI laws
In other legitimise activity Wednes-
day. the Senate gave preliminary ap-
pros al to a bill that would more than in-
plc spending for a "circuit breaker"
program to help poor Mainers pay pro,
glen) taxes on their homes An amend-
ed bill would peg the maximum benefit
at S250 and the household income
eligibility at £28,000 Both figures arc
higher than originally proposed
Manc people assume Pogorrelski is
• frOm_ 'Poland. when in fact he was born
in Caldwell. New JeTSC,* He said a
# fellow professor told him. "this place
• will be known as the place Pogorrelski
• , inhabited inconspicuousls- all theyTyping skills helpful, but only accuracy ; know is he went to Poland. so he must
1 is needed.• Posorzelski said aJthogt he has5 Apply at the Daily Maine Campus in tne made a major tnathe twat
•
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Polish, and he rides bicycles "
breakthrough, he is reminded of
advice the great French mathematician
Camilk Jordan gine in 1902 to a
radicalls creative student
"Continue in scientific research, you
p1/4 I N E 4
 4coluisued tram pier 9)
will experience great soy from it. -But
you must learn to enjoy it alone. You
will be a curiosity to t close to you.
l'ou will nor he better Lidrstood by the
scholarly world. • •
The fact that his breakthrough is be-
ing announced in The Daily Maine
Campus rather than The New York
Times makes Pogorzelski grin.'
•' "It will no doubt amuse Professor
Andre' Weil...to find that the
athematical result of the century was
announced in a campus student
newspaper in Orono "
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When I grow up,
Iv want to he a
volunteer for
The Daily Maine
Campus!
Don't you?
Contact
Monica Wilcox at
The Daily Maine Campus
in the basement
of Lord Hall!
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Dance Club
6 Central St. Downtown Bangor
Hours
Fri 8 p.m.-4:00 a.m.
Sat 8 p m -4 00 a m
Fri -Sat Happy
_., Hour 8-9:00 p.m.
Reduced cover
Non-Alcohol
Live DJs every Friday-and Saturday
Save $1 00 on cover with your Maine Student ID
Dress code required
Career Planning & Placement Presents:
Summer Jobs
NEW LISTINGS EVERY WEEK!!
A FEW current samples:
COD LOcATIO( F2Atliore Camp Start Grand Lake Stream. ME 2500-4000 & tips
troorn and, board, included)
1112 Campaign Staff 24 States
Theatre Staff 
240rwk
1187 Loch Sheidrake, NY 2000 & room and board
1304 Public Welfare Massachusetts
Internstop
1299 Junior Accountant Bluenill. ME
1155 Computer Camp Indianapolis, IN 6.800-411h7itir
5-8/hr
& room arid tard
Counselors
1209 Nature Park Braintree. MA 2:0-360er 82.1frk
Interns
free
room
1309 Researcher South Norwalk. CT
_
1038 Groundsperson New England 7/11r+
Climbef
1239 Park Interpreter Statewide ,78r. -
Booklet in office for NYC Internships (Variety of Opportunities) 200400/wk
!REGISTER TODAY!
$$ MONEY $$
Valuable Experience
The Part Time & Summer
Employment Program
BASEMENT OF WINGATE HALL
14 The Dadt Wow Campus. Thursclas.-April 14, 1988
Ruth Westheimer
The mak reader who wrote to you
about basing an orchidectoms — the
surgical remosal of a testicle — was
worried, that. when he begins to have
a intimate relationship with a woman.
which was all in the future for him, the
Woman would be turned off by his hasi
lag onb one gonad and perhaps the ap-
pearance of his scrotum.
I have something to sas to this soon
man and to ansone else in similar cir-
cumstances. Three hotheads and three
lovers have provided me with a wide
sampling of mak appearance. Ms pre-
sent husband has onls one testicle —
*ad u•s life is fine. Seto"! than some
with the usual number. essaU.
functions very was. As- far as sp. 
pearance of his meogoiss. it looks Nke
scrotums in several, gang by ny Sampl-
ing. So far as I an toecerned. the man
who wrote So Mow tota. worryieg
about something el no importance to
women. and 1 malls hope he reads this
and that it gets Yin over one of life's ea-
oeceesary worries.
A. Thanks for taking the time to help
another reader. Reassurance from
woman who is not a professional can
help a man when doctors and yes
therapists leave him in doubt_ 1 have
over the years had a number of queries
from men who have had this surgical
procedure and so far as I cars recall this
is the first letter from a woman telling
the sensible truth front a female
viewpoint
Testimony like yours is something
men don't get very often - -about their
needless self-doubts. especially when the
men are young and have few adult
women friends- close enough to discuss
such matters .with. hope that young
man reads this and that other men read
it and pass it around among their male
friends during all those- conversations
men have about sex, in which a lot of
hurtful misinformation gets spread
mound .
_LUCA°, quotewoman friendnot_
a professionalTmt- a sensible -*Minns
with grown sons, who said, ..!!1 have
heard a lo t of complaints from Women
about mak narformarice in bed, but not
one about the equipment ." When men
lease their women unsatisified in some
way, it is nearly Always because the men
fail to be loving and understanding, fail
to see sex as something they share with
a woman instead of being purely a
source of male pleasure. And men hese
too little information about making love
to a woman.
Nowadays people are used to hearing
this from sex lecturers like me, and it
begins to sound like a soft-soap job.
something we say to minimize dif-
ficulties that arc rcai. But it is true that
between. a man and e woman who have
a good relationship. many special things
are unaerstood and appreciated.
- A good lover does not ezpect her amn
to loOk like an idealized Olympic medal
winner, fitting of surpassing some ar-
tificial:'norm." And the man a happy
relationship does not *ant to trade in his
woman for one with more standardized
or heroic breasts or other body parts.
I have a letter here onnii!; desk from
a woman with inserted nipples. She has
avoided starting relationships with men
because she foresees the moment when
this is revealed. She is sure it would turn
any man off. But women with inverted
nipples attract men, keep men, raise
children and have all kinds of good
things out of life that women *MC A
woman with . this cOndition almost
always needs reassurance - .from
somebody about this. The best
reassurance would come not from me or
a medical doctor but from a lover.
Before a lover becomes a lover she
would have to allow the acqaintance to
reach. t hat stage.
nught -help -to hear from some man
who has been in a relationship with a _
woman like her, that inverted nipples
don't prevent a man from being at-
tracted to a woman or enjoying her 13
a companion, sheering section and
lover.
I has on my desk a letter from a
man. It seems the same as one I got
several years ago from another man.
'Thii man is over its fee; tall, which_
makes him like the World Trade Center
to someone my size, and he confides
that his male member is of average size
— more than adequate, as he has heard
time and time again, for having sexual
intercourse with a woman.
But he thinks that women will be
disappointed when he appears before
them nude. Fie thinks that if fate had
been considering his feelings he would
has e a mile member more in keeping
with his generous proportions.
I have known women who thought
their behinds were too big, who had
navels they were afraid to show to a
lover, who were terrified of being seen
without makeup because of pale freckles
or those little brown spots that come
with exert/in age.
To the point of being bi.wlitg. I
repeatedly - tell the world that good see
 tams gice isithin—in -understanding 
relationship. Sexually or appearance-
wise, no one has to please the whole
world, but only that significant other
person
THE
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GROUP
CALL NOW'
Reserve Your Apartment For Next Fall
AT
VERGREEN
•
"The Woods"
*FULLY FURNISHED 1 BEDROOM UNITS
•ON SITE LAUNDRY
-STORAGE
•QUIET SETTING CLOSE TO U of M
•FROM $410 PER MONTH 4-UTILITIES
•CUT YOUR RENT IN HALF-SHARE WITH A FRIEND
'SENIOR LEASES AVAILABLE
SUMMER STORAGE AVAILABLE
FROM 1100 FOR MAY. JUNE. JULY, A AUGUST
Summer Leases Also Available
I From $525 Including Utilities I
N
P.I. Realty Management
942-4815 _
866-2071 for site manager
'references required
'model can be shown by appointment
A
NS
In Memory of Mark W. Houseweart
College fo Forest Resources
A memorial service for Associate Dean Mark
W. Houseweart of the College of Forest
Resources, who passed away Friday. April 8,
will be held Friday, April 15 at 3:00 p.m. in 100
Nutting Hall. Faculty, staff and students are
welcome to attend.
Lawn Mower Clinic
April 16th
8 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Behind Agricultural/Engineering Building 
Price of $12 includes new sparkplugs, oil
change, blade sharpening, cleaning of air
filter, and pressure wash. Rain date is April
23. For more information call 581-2724.
Sponsored by Waffle Agricultural and Forest
Engineering Association.
11.1)GGilatiMve CEMEELV
750 Stillwater Ave 127-5504
N w Movies 
Unnatural Causes
Planet of the Vampires
Three O'Clock High
Chuck Berry Rock n' Roll
Remote Control
Ni:ht Fl *els
0YleS
Mon. and Thurs.
Tues.
Wed.
Club Card
2 for $4
3 for $5
S1.50
$1.00
25 movies - $25
VIDEOS
-MEGABUCKS
-BEVERAGES
OPEN 6:00 cm to 11:30pm DAILY
FRI. 8 SAT 1 2:3 0 am SUNDAY 'TM 11:00
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SPorts
Should college athletes be paid?
Coaches, athletes debate play for pay
T1110881 & far*
Write
The difference between college sports
and professional sports is that when an
athlete plays a college sport he or she
plays for fun and by choice, not to make
a living, according to UMaine women's
field hockey coach Jerilyn Waterhouse.
The NCAA made a rule within the"
last 20 years that if a college athlete
receives a full scholarship this includes
tuition, room and board, book money,
and a little pocket money) then he o she
r is not allowed to work during the •
academic year.
they've never had to deal with time
management or a real job. Allowing
them to work during the academic year
would enable them to east into employ-
ment on a full-time basis,." he said.
Women's basketball coach, Peter
.Gavett. explained that the university had
a method of letting these athletes 'earn'
their 'laundry money,' but that this
privilege was abused. Alumni were hir-
ing their favorite ahtletes to do odd jobs
around their office or home for an ex-
traordinary -amount of money.
"The abuse created a rule. That's why
the rule_ was created in the NCAA-.
....Athletes were being paid for illegitimate
-The abuse created n/ rule.
Athletes were being paid for il-
legitimate job«. leei too bad.
because I feel that athletes should
be able to work legitimate jobs."
It is possible that this method of
fairness may be doing mOre harm than
good for the athletes involved. accor -
ding to l'Maine football', player Mark .
erns.
"Some athletes are devastated when '
they enter the working world because
Basketball coach Peter (;aseit
jobs. It's too bad. because I feel that
athletes should be able to work
legitimate jobs, just not those that they
were working." Gasett said
AU athletes hese the earning power in
the summertime, but some of them ha.c..
unusual expenses like supporting a farm-
Bears sweep USM
The Wait beeebell Woe eesdseett its whining ways Wethieeiley, sweeping
a doable header egeheet She University of souther. Maine I. Poetised. The Black
Seers edged USN  3.1 dit 'tamer before crusades the Huskies 20-4 aa the se-
agull pos. 'Freight hie& Smeary (12) coistiaised his hot hitting, going 6-for4
asd &Meg hi de rest. The Blatt Bean pat their fise-name swimming weak on
e lime this weehesd what the Uhlvenity of Rhode Island and Northeasters
University.
•
•
ly, according to UMaine ice hockey
coach Shawn Walsh.
It is for these full scholarship reci-
pi:nts especially. said Walsh, that he
would like to see get a little 'spending
money' if the NCAA refuses to allow
them to work.
"I personally wish they'd allow them
to work.," Walsh said.
Walsh believes that because the
NCAA doesn't allow these athletes to
work, the players, provided the sport
they play generates enough revenue,
should be able to see a small percentage
of that money for their -efforts.
"1 don't koowif we generate enough
revenue to justify it. Essentially, I would
like to see My 'boys' working, but if
that's not possible, then I think yu could
tic in 5 percent of the revenue
generated," he said.
Women's basketball player Cathy
laconeta feels that this could be con-
sidered a "paycheck" in some athlete's
eyes.
"When you play a college sport, you
play because you want to—not for a
'paycheck.' The scholarship itself is pay-
ment enough." she said.
Lewis believes that if you start han-
ding these athletes money, it will change
the philosophy of a student athlete. One
might as well call it a pro sport, he said.
"If I'm given a hundred a week, then
. priorities will begin to change_ I pro-
bably wouldn't go to class." I ewis
admitted.
The idea of players getting some of
the money their sport generates is
ludicrous to Gavel.
"I'm a very conservative man in
many ways. I still believe that athletes
 
amateurs in m
distinction between a program's money
earned and an athlete's money 'earn-
ed'," (-given said.
All athletes have expenses. The
NCAA shouldn't have the authority to
determine whether athletes should or
should not work, according to UMaine
field hockey player Heather Moon.
"Of course we know that the rule was
made due to the abuse in the first place.
I feel the NCAA, instead of penalizing
all athletes, should try to find a method
oCpreventing the abuse," Moon said.
Some athletes find logic in the
NCAA's-- rule. Bob Corkunt, a hockey --
player for UMaine, and Walsh's exam-
ple of an individual with a family to sup-
port, thinks that it's a good rule. Play-
ing any sport, an athlete's time should
be devoted to the particular sport and
he or she shouldn't be 'moonlighting,'
he said.
"If an athlete is receiving a scholar-
ship to go to school here, and his ex-
penses on road trips, like meals and ac-
commodations, are paid for by the
university, then they shouldn't need the
extra 'spending money.' That's plen
ty," Corkum said. "I feel it's true
with most athletes who receive full
scholarships—they should be able to
survive on the Money they earn during
the summer months."
The NCAA made the rule so athletes
could focus their attention on the par-
ticular sports the play as well as their
academics, said hockey player Dave
Wensley.
"It's tough to play hockey, study, and
work. I find it difficult juggling hockey
and studying. Athletics are very time
consuming, but if an athlete feels he can
are juggle the three, then I feel that he
think that players st 
ways. I don't 
dd receive this should have that right. A lot of them I
'laundry money.' I ihink paying know need to take out bank loans to
.somebody ,abovehai ii  0-tO= -er Ulm expens.es„ Wcrisley said.
school is not what college is all - Recently, the ceiling of a Pell Grant
about," he said. "If you want to call has been raised from S900 to $1,400.
••Essentially. I would like to see,.
my 'boys' working. but if that's not
possilole, then I think vou could tie
in 5 percent of the revenue
--generated.".
Hockey eolith Skews Valli
2-
sollege semi-pro, then pay them. That's
what pro sports are all about, not
university."
Walsh views this not as a
"paycheck," but is more of a reim-
bursement for the player's efforts.
"If you're tying it into performing,
then that's unethical. Tie it into services
rendered. That way if you wiaor lose,
it doesn't matter," said Walsh.
If anyone should get sonic of the
revenue, it shouldn't be the athletes, it
should be the department, Gavett said.
"If you're going to give the players
some of the revenue, then call it college
semi-pro division II. There's a real
-
This er.:.hk-s the needy sth6..t.Ps to r*teive
a set figure above the scholarship they
receive, which compensates for the
necessary spepding money.
"But Pell Grants don't necessarily
talie into consideration travel expenses
for those athletes who travel by plane
over long distances," Walsh said.
British Columbian Campbell Blair, a
hockey player for UMaine, feels that the
money earned by most athletes during
the summer should be plenty to cover
any travel expenses over the holidays
provided the athlete is receiving. a
scholarship.
(see PAT pip lie
ifu
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Balks are beautiful, but what
about those heathen rim-hangers?
Could somebody please tell me what's going on
with this ridiculous balk rule in major league
baseball?
It's an old rule, it Just hasn't been enforced for
the past 90 or 100 years.
t'..• The pan of the rule that has a record number of
balks piling up this season deals with pitchers throw-
ing from the stretch. The rule states that the pit-
cher's hands must come to a discernable stop at his
belt before his front foot comes off the ground to
deliver to the plate.
The decision to finally enforce this rule has
resulted. in 78 balks being called through the first
eight days of the season as compared to 356 during
the entire 1987 season. Boston's Roger Clemens and
Oakland's Dave Stewart have both been called for
four thus far and are in the hunt to break Steve
Canton's season record of 11. Tuesday. Texas'
Bobby Witt was called for four in a single game.
tying the American League record for a single game
and moving into the single-season balk record hunt.
How exciting.
Talk show host Ravid Letterman was once ask-
. oda/bat he'd hke to set more of to improve the
game of basebtall. "I'd like to sec more *As."
he deadpanned.
Well Dave, you've got your wish.
I can see it now. Game Seven of the 19811 World
Series, Red Sox and Mets. Sox lead. 1-0 in the top
of the ninth. Let's go to Al Micheals in Boston.
"Thanks Dave. We're in the top of the ninth of
a brilliant pitcher's duel between Roger Clemens
and Dwight Gooden. Gooden has Itruck out 17.
allowed four hits and walked none but balked in
Ellis Burks in the fourth for the only run of the
Dave Greely
game. Clemens has been Just as masterful, striking
out 22, allowing five hits and walking two. Now the
Mets are threatening in the top of the ninth, • with
Len Dykstra on third. Wally Backman on second
and Keith Hernendez taking his lead off first. Two
outs. It has come to this — power vs. power —
Roger Clemens vs. Darryl Strawberry."
The count goes to three and two.
"The Fenway fans are on their feet. roaring for
a Boston championship! Two outs. Bases loaded
Full count. .Strawberry dip in...aemens gets the
sign from Gedman...Clemens. goes to the
stretch.. the pitch. BALK' Dykstra scores! Tic
game! Unbehel' abler*
Lee Smith comes on for the Sox to face Gary
Carter after Strawberry walks to reload the bases.
He quickly throws.. ttorpast the osermatchecl
Caner.
"Smith trying to keep this one going., Two
strikes:..Smith.to the stretch...BALK! The Mets win
the Work' Series:rue .vou believe in Minories? YES!!
And that's not the worst of it. Enforcing
previously unenforced rules will prevail in other
sports.
Game Seven of the NBA Championship between
the Celtics and the Lakeri. Dock Stockton makes
the call. - -
"We're live at the Los Anpim Fauns, TIM has
been the Most incredible game in the history of
sports! The Celtics have the ball and a 155-153 lead:
Magic and Bird have put on an incredible show.
Bird has 67 points, 23 rebounds and 15 assists while
Magic has pumped in 52, handed out 31 assists and
snagged 14 rebounds. The Celts inbound with seven
seconds left...Cooper steals it! To Johnson...bet-
ween the legs pass to Worthy.. He jams over
McHale, Parish and Bird at the buzzer! Overtime'
But wart.. Worthy is called for a technical for hang
mg on the am!! No time left.. Bird at the line for
the NBA Championship.. He's hit 96 free throws
in a row.. .He waits.. Oh, he waited too long, he
didn't get the shot off in the alkstieft 10 seconds!!
Os ertimel " •
And the NBA mourns the toar-ottaduer--taF'
nounct-r Chick Hearn and Celtic voice- Johnny
Most, both of whom were found hanging from the
Forum rafters.
Enforce those rules
*Pay
"In Canada, tuition and many other
university expenses are tax deductable
which proves to be -quite a financial
benefit." Blair said .
"For me. I save the money I earn dur-
ing the summer to pay for airfare when
I want to go home for the holidays."
Wensley said.
It has also been addressed that some
players attend athletic camps during the
summer and this might infringe upon his
or her earning power dunng the summer
months.
"Going to hockey camp during the
summer for a few weeks doesn't infringe
on your earning power because most of
the guys who go earn about S200 to S300
a week," Blair said.
Financial aid takes into consideration
-.A
costs which are no different than a
scholarship. "Spending money" is in-
cluded to a certain extent.
Gavett believes it would be tragic if
players were to be paid or if a percen
tage were taken out of the revenue
generated by these athletes.
"Once you begin handing out mones,
you're placing athletic performance
before academic performance:. he
said.
Ahhough Gasett recognizes there are
athletes who nerd the financial aid, he
believes there as no way one can deter-
mine fairly who those individuals are.
"Unfortunately, I don't think you
can single out those athletes, that one
percent exception, and give them
money. There are exceptions for
130 Little Hall
----Apr:13th--&-tetr
7 p.m. & 9 p.m.
shows
• ;, • ;. • • .; • • s; • s; • •
everything Yes, it's an unfair situation,
but you'd have to accomodate the other
99 percent." Gavel! said
("seven feels the rule that states that
leentlened from page 15)
"Athletes will tend to select those
schools that generate the most money at
a sporting event," he pointed out
According to track coach Jim Ball-
when vou pla‘ a college sport.
vou plts because you %ant to—not
for a 'pa‘check: The scholarship
itself is pa% ment enough.
Basketball plaser (laths laconet•
tit - AA athletes who reome full aid and Ingo athletics are used as a promotion
can't earn any outside MerogitC during dimr-----
-/erruFimptsitniers.--Stieeensfut- athletics
academic year should be changed
"You are discriminated against
because you are an athlete, in that you
are not allowed to work if you receive
full aid," Clasen said. — Whereas
those who earn academic scholarships
can base Jobs."
If unisersities had this privilege of
"spending money," then this may act
as an inceritise to attend certain colleges.
make a more favorable conception of a
university—both athletically and
academically, he said.
"The rule is there because everyone
is under a magnifying glass for their
athletics The rule keeps some tartness
in the NCAA," he said "Even if you
allow athletes to get a job on the side.
(see PAY page 13)
PenobscotTerrace Apts.
Now available 3 bedroom apts. (
with 2 kitchens plus study. 8620
per mo. includes heat and hot
water.
1/2 mile from UMaine 866-2429
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An objective
look at sports
,
R KeVin Dietrich
Baseball? 162 games?
Why postpone the inevitable?
Jeez, anyone with half a mind
knows the A's are going to crush the
entire American League West. blast
through the Yankees irr the playoffs
and destroy the ?Acts in the World
Setitif.
Hell, any buffoon can sec the As
are probably the greatest baseball
earn eyes The other 25 teams ought
to call it a year and start working
towards 1989. Especially. the Red
Sox They ought take the nest decade
off They'd hase trouble against the
International 1 cague this-year
-S...
Hockey playoffs? 16 teams?
What the hell is going on?
Any hockey puck can see • the
ANADIENS are going to ravage
the Adams Division (including, for
the 46th straight season, those
woebegone Bruins). crush the Flyers
in the Pnrice of Wales Conference
finals and sweep past a befuddled
flames' squad.
Hell, the CANAD1ENS are on the
verge of a dynasty that'll nval the
Islanders of the early '80s and the
Montreal squads of the late '50s
How long has it been since the Bruins
won a cup? Over 15 years? leez. the
CANADIENS have won five. Or is
it six? Or is it Seven? Or is it eight?
Aww, whatever it is, it's a whole lot
more than the Bruins have won
• • •
Basket hall season ?winding down'
So what? The WARRIORS are out
of it. Does anyone really care what
else happens? Oh, the' Celtics
They're at the tail end of what was
a mildly -successful run. It's o.'er,
though. They'll be knocked out in the
first round by the Pacers. .
All hail. the Milvericks, the new
NBA champs
•••
- Football? Training camp around
the corner?
Hell, whose fooling Svho here Al •
Davis and Co. will shape the team
everyone loves to hate (but secretly
admires) the Los Angeles Raiders, in-
to a mass of angry flesh that'll run
roughshod over anemic outfits such
as the Patriots. If Patriot season
ticket holders had any common
sense, they'd eliminate the mid-
dleman and head to the Combat
/one for their . exercises in
masochism
It won't be pretty as the RAIDERS
spend the entire 16-game season kick-
ing the-living crap out of the rest of
the NFL Heil, they won't even hold
a Super Bowl this season, everyone
else will be cowering in the end zone
seats (Except the Cowboys, who will
have disbanded and formed a college
sorority)
Smarten up. fleantown.
A defense
against cancer
can be cooked up
hi raw kitchen.
There eviak-me that
Jan t and kamer arc rclatcd
Foal v.. thew Moil& attoto in
rout daily diet ii, redo. c
Lharicrs of lief ung cr
1. mixt- high fiber 14 14 J.A.
h At. trusts And veyriiibir.
AO.: MN*" grAlf) rICAP,
2. In. lutic dark giccn and
deep %raw" trusts And sewn.'
hies rw h in . icarnms A and I
3. Int-kick- cal-thaw hra
txuatieb son nits. ki itilratit and
iwer
4. He moderate in i insairritv
ta ot salt :fared smoked and
nitrite ,ured foods -
5. us down ,41 1, cal tat
take truer' arlanLid • .U14. C,
lab and oda
6.
Peach Bellini
shampoo
11.50 pt.
Brewer Beauty Supply
48 Wilson St.
. Suite 47
Brewer Me. 04412
989-2990
(near Burm Kink)
4'PECIAL.c 
Design Freedom
hair care package
$9.99
reg. 113.95
BloW`dryers
15.95
112.95 value
Visit us for all-kour hair care needs!
Mon- Fri 8 5 p.m:.
Sat. 8 am.- 12 p.m.
.-Z1•11r:•C}C.J.CINC-2470.1:73G:PC>C-4,7){7,C },C1C-SC,C.J.C,C }C TC Ire
Pinch-hitting
At UMaine, Spring comes with
many accelsories Senior W'eek
Maine Day, and Graduation are
among these.
Along with Senior Week, Maine
Day, and Graduation comes more
advertising to promote the many ac,
t is it ics
And along with the . increased
advertising comes larger issues of The
_Daily Maine Campus. ..This means
more stories and feature's for your
reading enjoyment.
This also means various editors
running around shouting, "Twenty
pages. -bow are we going to fill twen-
ty pages?"
realize he made a mistake by not
playing for the good guys. In feet. it
will be Doug Vanderweide's costly er-
" tor that will turn the tide, leading to
an eleven-run fourth inning. We'll
never look back.
On to Other things: major-league
predictions.. I feel quite safe in doing
this. Dave GreelY is the guy who's
really gone out on a limb this year,
with his in-depth analysis. Besides, I
graduate in a month. 'Come
September, I won't be around to pay
the piper.
- Al..--Fast; the Red Sox. With the
best . hitter (Boggs), pitcher
(Clemens), and (arguably) reliever
(Smith) in the game today, they will
Guest Column
• by
Joe Merrill
John Holyoke was one of these.
He approached me in a panic, saying
"Joe, we need a 'Guest Column' for
sports! Can you help?"
Sure, John. Sports it is.
At the top of the agenda: on Maine
Day, the rivalry continues with the
annual (actually, occasional)WMEB-
Campus softball game. The stakes
are high, so each side is already lin-
ing up its ringers.
"Hey, I heard Monica's boyfriend
is a decent ballplayer."
"That guy, Bob I think his 'name
is. He had a jazz show a couple of
years ago. He can hit."
Personally, I can't wait to hear
Greely's justification for having Gary
LaPierre play center field for us.
"So what if he's captain of the
baseball team. So what if he's my
room- mate. He's also a major con-
tributor to the paper. I quote him in
all my stories."
Alas, when the arguing subsides,
when the dust settles, vihcn all is said
and done, WMEB will be buying the
refreshments, as the Campus
prevails, -24-13--Variderweide will
be tough to beat.
Throw in some of the best young
players in the game today (Greenwell,
Burks, etc.) and the Sox will he a
team to be reckoned with for many
years to come. —
AL West: Twins repeat, with a lot
of firepower. Many say it will be the
A's, but here's why they're wrong:
Dennis Eckersley. He's not a bad pit-
cher, just a bad omen. The Sox could -
never win it all with him, either.
NL East: Cubs. Nipper and
Schiraldi bring World Series ex-
perience to lead the Cubs.
Real prediction for the NL East:
the Mets. Same type of club as the
BoSox.
NL West: Houston The Astros
can't hit, but they'll manage to score
enough runs per game (three) for
their pitching to lead them to the divi-
sion flag.
World Series: Red Sox (because I
love them) and Astros (because I hate
the Mets) fight it out.
All the marbles: Houston. My
life's been a series of disappoint-
ments. Why stop here?
§ U-MAINE
C 10% Corsages and Boutonnieres !
S Student Discount made to order
-
Wide selection of fresh cut s
—
410wers-end-dried
a
?1( 
Orono Floral Boutique -
L 38 Main St.- 866-3557 
 
vkq,
9am • 6pm
Laigrr_..,e_yfaicfr_,e-vQICT'r...oe-vr11Ctr--9e-vfilRr-Je-vfale.t.at-v1%5
also
large selection of gifts,
antiques,jewelry and
vintage clothing
.r
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I feel the same abuse may be
repeated."
keally,BallingerwrtinkTlie it if there
weren't any athletic scholarships across
the country.
"I would like to'see that, but that's
not being realistic. I can see the benefits
of the scholarships for the lower Income
people." be said:
UMaine men's swimming coach Alan
Switzer feels that even if the NCAA
omits the rule, and allows all athletes to
work for their money, it would he an
added inducement to get a student to at-
tend a particular university. The full
scholarship should be inducement
enough, he said.
"I think when we let someone have
a free ride, then let them work or give
them money, then we're letting them get
ahead of the game. I have to agree with
the NCAA rule," Switzer said.
Linwood Car4;ille, assistant athletic
director at UMaine, is in favor of the
 --spending -money provided-- there--are
many restrictions and a lot of control.
(01MMlisusil ben page la)
"I wish the NCAA would allow
athletes to work and earn their mo
placing a maximum on the amount they
can earn for fairness purposes." he
said.
Because there as nothing that can be
done about the rule. Care ilk thinks the
university may want to consider giving
-
those athletes the spending money they
need for travel, as well as those typical
student expenses.
"Call it money for living expen
not a 'paycheck'," he said
Waterhouse believes that there are
athletes in need of the extra money. but
to give them the money, or let them
work for it would create a lot of
confusion.
"I think you're opening Pandora's
box because of the difficulty in controll-
ing that type of assistance. I know you
can always find that exception that
needs that help. but I think it has great
pore-nil-at—for —11-buSe nationally ,
Waterhouse said.
out a bunt to keep Boston's four-run
fifth inning alive, then hit a two-run
homer in-the eighth as the Red SOx beat
Milwaukee 6-3 Wednesday for the
Brewer's fifth straight loss_
Dennis "Oil Can" Boyd.. 2-0 in a
k from shoulder Surgery, allow -
cd five hits. struck out four and walked
Red Sox beat Milwaukee
N 4AP) — Ells&-Surks-- -beat—two in IS-degree weather before
Gardner relieved with two out in the
seventh. Lee Smith struck out the side
in the ninth, earning his fourth save
Blanked on three hits through four in-
nings by Juan Nieves. 0-2, the Red Sox
combined_ four hits. including two in the
infield. two watts and a hit batsman in
the decisive fifth.
San Francisco tops Reds
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Will
Clark's solo home run with two outs in
the bottom'of the 11th inning gave San
Francisco a 5-4 victory over the Cincin-
nati Reds Wednesday and snapped the
Giants' three-game loving streak.
Clark's second homer of The season
was a drive to right-center field on a I -0
pilch from Pat Perry. the Reds fifth pit-
cher of the game.
.Don Robinson, 1-0, got the victory'
with two innings of-relief.. He allowed
one hit and struck out four
Perry. I-I, entered the game in the
11th and retired the first two batters
before facing Claft..'‘,
Celebration of Chinese Culture,
April 12 - 24
Thursday, April 14
Noon
Co. Lounge
Thursday, April 1
5.00 pm
Stewart Common
West Dining Room
Tharsday, April 14
7:00 pm
Co. Lounge
Friday, April 15
500 pm
Chadbourne Hall Kitchen
Monday. April 18
Noon
Coe Lounge
Monday, Apt,! 18
7-00 pm
101 Naville Hall
Tuesday, April 19
Noon
N Lown Room
Tuesday, April 19
7:30 pm
Knox Hall Kitchen
Thursday, April 21
330 pm
100 Nutting Hall
Thursday. April 21
101 Neville Hall
7:00 pm
Friday. April 22
7:00 pm
Cumberland Hall Kitchen
D•monstration of ChIn•s•
Calligraphy IL film "Chinese Folk
Art"
Chinese Calligraphy Demonstra-
tion and •114:111111 of Taiwan
"Highlight. of China: its Culture
& Its People", An evening of
slides, discussion by • panel of
students from China and
Taiwan, mu•lc, •xhibit of
Chinese art, and refreshments
Chinese Cooking Demonstration
by Chinese Students
-China", a video with Introduc-
tion and discussion by Chines.
students
-North - South Shoo Lin", • Kiang
Fu film provided by the Con-
sulate of the People's Republic
of China
"Bottind Its. Curtains MIRK. In
Russia China", • look at
agriculture in the USSR and PRC
with John Greenman, Producer,
and • panel
Chinese Cooking Demonstration
by Chines. students
aires. Pgsloetry Environment of
CIdsiss". bean Fred Knight. Cot-
-hos of Nina source. and
Gus. Chinss• Ministry sie—‘-
Forestry
"Runaway" film provided by
Coordination Council for North
Amenc•n Affairs, Republic of
China ('Taiwan)
Chinese 'Cooking Dernorsstration
by cninese 440.fdonts
Sunday, April 24 Concert: Fat Ping
3 00 pm Tickets •vallable
Maine Center for the Arts Office
Public is Welcome
Hsu, pianist,
at MCA Box
cor turff4yr information. pietas' contact the International Student Office, 581-1825
riernational Student Programs, Center for Student Services. The Division of Student
Affairs, University of Maine
Correction
In Wednesday's paper, a story
about the UMaine ambulance col-
liding with another vehicle contain-
ed some factual errors.
The driver of the car, Darrell Scott,
was reported as haying had two legs
broken. He in fact had a femur
fracture
Tim Grace, an EMT in the am-
bulance, sustained a concussion
Ambulance attendant Karen
Wagner received tendon damage to
her ankle
Student life insurance will not
cover Old Town or Orono ambulance
service as reported Students with
persona1 insurance may be covered
The Campus regrets the Mors
Journalism and Broadcasting Department
SPRING BANQUET
April 26, 1988
Damn Yankee
7:00 p.m.
$3.00 with meal ticket
$7.50 without
Get your tickets now!!!
107 Lord Hall
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The Daily Maine Cam
.4 'C97, OF Wit liftigNER Ma 65 mid=
... is now accepting applications for the positions of
ADVERTISING MANAGER
and
ADVERTISING PRODUCTION
MANAGER
- Please apply in person to
Suite 7A, Lord Hall
Application deadline is Thursday, April 14 at noon.
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USBL's White Caps
gamble-on Richardson
Boca Raton, Fla. (AP) — Michael
Ray Richardson, trying to earn another
shot at the NBA after being booted for -
drug addiction, was drafted Wednesday
by New -Hampshire White Caps of the
United -States Basketball League.
Richardson. 32, a 6-foot-5 guard who
played for New Jersey 'tithe LISBL last
season. was among four players picked
hs the White Caps in a dispersal draft
ot players from four teams no longer in
die league. He played this past winter
for Albany in the Continental Basket-.
ball League.
Earlier in the day, the White Caps an-
nounced the selection of centerforward
Tsrone Scott of Boston College, for-
ward Limy Jones of Boston University
and guards Tom Garrick and Carlton
Owens of the Unisersity of Rhode
Island in the territorial draft conducted
Tuesday.
nick.  20.5 tcor.Ing
ass-rage. and Owens. 6-0, averaged 21.$
points a game as the two led the Rams
into the NCAA tournament The Rams'
reached the regional semifinal before
losing to Duke 71-'2
Scott, 6-8, averaged 8.5 points and 4 8
rebounds a game. Jones, 6-6. averaged
I' 1 points and 8.7 rebounds a game
The White Caps other dispersal draft
picks included Andre Lafleur. a 63
guard from the 1987 graduating class at
Northeastern. Lafleur was drafted by
the Houston Rockets of the National
Basketball Association, bud did not
make the team last fall He is the NCAA
;weer assist leader with 894. Of seven a
game
In the draft of players leaving college
this spring. the White Caps picks includ-
-d Steve Wright, 6-9, of Providence.
Richardson. who played eight years
for the New York Knicks. the Golden
State Warriors and the New Jersey Nets
in the NBA, was named to the NBA All
Star team four times.
Richardson signed a four-year. $3
million contract with the Nets at the
start of the 1985-86 season, but was dis-
qualified from the NBA on Feb.25.
1986, under the league's drug regula-
tions. He earlier twice underwent treat-
ment for drugs and then was suspended
twice before being banned from the
league.
He tried to play in Israel, but was not
allowed to because of his drug history,
but was allowed 4hc4.am-He
played the past two seasons in USBI_
and this season in the CBA.
t_ Richardson, whose rights still belong
to the Nets, was eligible for reinstate-
ment in February and has reapplied for
admission next season.
The USBL, which plays a two month
season from mid-May to mid-July_has
been a "training ground for marginal
players who hope to impress teams in
he NBA.
The other teams in the league are
Tampa. Jackson% ille and West Palm
Beach in Florida; Philadelphia; Long
Island; New Haven. Conn.; Elizabeth,
and New Jersey. ---
Impress Future Employers
with a Professional
Looking Resume.
Have your resume typeset
at
The Daily Maine Campus
in the basement
of Lord Hatt
Just Contact
Karen, Mike, or Jan
and choose what style
ofresurne- you want, at
a reasonable cost.
••4,>
Women runners win
-at BO wdoin meet
The University' of Maine men's out-
door track team opened its season Satur-
day by placing third in what Coach Jim
liallinger termed "-a high quality meet",
v. lute the Black Bear women's outdoor
Squad easily *on a dual meet at Bow-
dom. 91-40.
The men's track accumulated 35
points to place third behind Dartmouth
and Cornell in a meet held at Smith Col-
lege, Northampton, MA. The Bears
finished ahead of the University of
Massachusetts and the University of
New Hampshire.
Turning in good performances for
UMaine were Dan Martin. who placed
fifth in the 400-meter hurdles with a
time of 58.02 seconds; and Tom Blan-
chard and Ken Lavasseur. who placed
third and fourth, respectively, irs the
jaselin with throws ot 174'4."
citedAlso  • -their-efforts-were-Dan-
Crocker, second in the triple jump (44'8
1-4"); Dale Nealey. second in the pole
vault (14'6"); Tim Vose, third in the
long jump (21'3"); Mike Norman.'
fourth in the 200-meter dash (22:43
vecondsf: and Dave Johnson and Ran-
dy Merchant, second and third in the
high jump.
The men will compete this weekend
at the University of New Hampshire
against the host team, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island arid Vermont. -
The women's track team is 1-0. In the
Bowdoin meet Elite Brutsaert an
Allyson Camire both qualified for the
New England Championships in the
javelin, placing first and second. Brut-
sacrt's throw of 136'3" also qualified
her for the ECAC Championships.
Camire's throw of 119'5" is not far
from the ECAC qualifying standard
129'10."
, Melissa Brancely set a school record
in the high jump with a leap of 5'6" and
Maine's 4 x 100 relay team also set
school mark. The team of Edette
Williams. Karen Pfander, Heather
Killion and Brancely ran the event int
30tsecon&
Other good performances were turn-
ed in by Babara Isak in the 800-Meter
run and Tina Meserve in both the 3000
and 1500 meters.
The women will be it Fitchburg next
weekend where they will Mitt Holy
Cross and Fitchburg.
Research works. "41EF'CellgT1PFLC)4
AmericanHeart
Association
The Committee for Student Publications
Is now acceottng applications for the following positions
'Editor, Daily Maine Campus
•Business Manager. Daily Maine Campus
• Editor, Prism
'Editor, Maine Review
Application forms are available from the Dept of Journalism 8 Broadcastirc,
107 Lord Hall lApplication deadline is
April 15th.
A Maine Bound Invitation
Do you love the wildreness?
Do you like working with people?
Do you have any of the following. skills?
Canoeing - Backpacking Camping
Rock Climbing - Biking
Experiential Education - Groupi.
If sO you could be hired to co-lead a wilderness
trip for new students
Maine bound is now hiring enthusiastic, energetic staff
for the New Student Summer Program:
Aug. 25- Sep. 2.
" Staff Training May 10. 14
• • Application Deadline im Fridas. tpril
For more Information
Maine Bound, Memorial Union, 581-1794
er,
•
"*V40-4 
Points of View
 st-t".41111.1 w
This week's question:
Do you support the proposed com-
munication fee increase?
ath,
JAMS
GRADUATES 
GET
THE CREDIT ik
YOU DESERVE
"I definitely support it: I. thins
c•er)onc reads the Comm. A S3 in
crease is minunal in comparison to whi.
we would lose."
Missy Thaxter
Junior
Ps\ cology
-I think it's a good idea li's a good 1%
to raise the funds tor equipment V. Ml 14
needs.
I'm sure the Campus is also lonesing
for cash. -
Scot Vachon
Senior
Elect neat Engineering
ci snwere proud to offer the
GSMCtdisge Graduate France _
Ran GMAC sires to help us awe
You the credit you cleserve and Ihe
keys lo a nee Otds ExJen,
For this KOMI G&W financing
all you need your fraCitorne Pal d
a Job a low down payment the abfffh
lo fneet monthly payments and no
derc9story credit references
sou_ fl pit MOO oft the marches. cr ice
of araDtdeferral OTI^triparnerfts
le a crieffillffOn Pleeffflf *Om aMAC
After all graduating from ocaege
4 f10 ITO IICNIMIPTOTII fa SNOW
ONST you one of vow first rewards
GM. an &mu Gem Ourforfuney
Cowen',
Tel. 11464401
Factory Rebates and Special interest Rates
Ek.a on omi--
•
I.
Campus. Thursday. April 14. 19118
_ _ _
" ex. I am in favor. I Use both
mediums, and a 53 increase. 1 think, is 
a .r3)tI1TU 
Jennifer Shore
Junior
Psycology
•
-Yes. tdefuttely support the increase in
thc communication fee. The Campus is
probably the ungle bestvelnele for tying
together 11,000 tfMaine students, 1
think the student body is aware of this,
and I hope they will support the
THISt
John O'Dea
Junior
ts-tudenr titmcimuc..tVitr--Prendent
"timmm Vs hcrcas t Maine is onls one
of four schools this size in the countr)
with a daily paper, 1 think its worth an
extra 53 to present it from hamming
weekly or bt.weekk
De. Sherlock
Senior
Pre-Law
College from the Inside Out
U. 4 written by students tor students and sot feature important art lc 4iS
pholoQraptis and CarloOns selected 'ro,r• ,n,verstty newspapers
across the country
THE MAINE CAMPUS
ts a charter member of the American Collegiate Network whc^
has made the introduction of the exotIng new pubhdatior
possible
hira American Colegialle Neepsofft Santa Monica Cainornia
- rt "'X"
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Are you o high school senior or college student
looking for the opportunity to make money to help pay
for your tuition? Would you like the opportunity to
earn a good paycheck with overtime also available?
If the answer to these questions is yes. Country Kit-
chen Bakers would like to speak to you. We have a
number of summer positions available on a variety of
shifts and schedules.
Interested applicants, please apply at
Country Kitchen Bakers
Personnel Department
10 Locust St., Lewiston, ME 04240
Monday - Friday 1:00 AM - 4:30 PM
or call
1-800-442-6777 (ME)
EQUAL opeorruNfTY IMPLOY1111
•
=
z
